
Food Fractions

1. Noun

2. Verb Present Ends In Ing

3. Noun

4. Adverb

5. Noun Plural

6. Verb Present Ends In Ing

7. Part Of Body

8. Food

9. Verb Base Form

10. Food

11. Food

12. Verb Past Tense
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Food Fractions

Each Williams kid lived at home for a few years after school. Student loans, landing a real job, and saving up

Noun were all legitimate reasons for Verb Present ends in ING . Each of us eventually felt the pull of

independence, whether towards a Noun , a relationship, or the prospect of having a reasonably portioned

snack.

Wes's time Adverb before and after barber school was punctuated by a personal modern art project

called "food fractions." In an effort to eat healthier through smaller Noun Plural , Rick and Harriett would

leave a portion of a dessert or snack to sit in the packaging. These morsels laid in wait, sometimes for days, in

the oak drawers and cabinets, on top of the toaster, or sometimes Verb Present ends in ING on the cutting

board. How would you prepare a half slice of bread torn by Part of Body ? Would you like some

Food ? Just enough broken bits to Verb Base Form in the can. Chex Mix? Half a mouthful in the

corner of the bag. Food ? Coffee cake? Full-size plastic tray, but only a nibble remained of each. Would

you like half a cinnamon Food ? Only if you cut a full Repeat Last Food instead of using the half

that was already cut. Wes continued his documentary if only to prove these food fractions Verb Past Tense

and they were not unique. He finally uploaded the collection to Facebook: Food Fractions - a psychological

study into two parents who lovingly coped with three kids emptying their nest one-third at a time over twenty

years.
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